Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited
(A Government of India Enterprise)
No.7-6/2008-Trg
Dated: 05/09/2008

To

• All Chief General Managers, BSNL
• Sr. DDG/ DDG, BSNL CO
• CVO
• CS&GM[Legal]

Subject: Management Education: BSNL Part Time/Distance Learning Scheme.

BSNL Management is pleased to announce the Launch of ‘BSNL Part time/Distance Learning Scheme’, to encourage such learnings amongst officers working in BSNL.

2. The detailed guidelines under the scheme are enclosed for reference and necessary action by the all concerned.

3. As would be appreciated, BSNL management endeavours and aspires to promote the ‘Knowledge-based’ culture within the organization in order to keep the competence level within, at par with the outside world. It would be accordingly in the fitness of the issue that wide publicity is accorded to the approved scheme for the larger benefits of the officers, percolating down subsequently to the organization itself.

Encl: As above

Copy for information to:

1. CMD, BSNL
2. All functional Directors of BSNL Board
3. DDG(SR)- with the request to kindly endorse the scheme to Associations.

(Neeraj Verma)
DDG(Training)